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FINANCIAL SECRETS
Credit Magic & Financial Secrets
Anyone can ERASE BAD CREDIT virtually overnight using the SECRETS found in the Credit Secrets Report.
This underground information started a revolution in the consumer credit industry. It is the only 100%
guaranteed method of erasing all credit records -- literally overnight. Add 10 years of AAA credit within
weeks! Buy a home, a car or get credit cards. RESULTS GUARANTEED! Also contains a chapter entitled,
"How to Make $100,000 a year as a professional credit consultant." And much, much more...over 320 pages of
insider secrets. Learn about life after debt.
Offshore Financial Freedom
The Disturbing Trends -- 1. Every man, woman, and child in America will be sued an average of 5 times in their
lifetime! Earn more than $50,000 a year and that number triples. YOU MIGHT BE NEXT! 2. Courts are now
letting "your creditors" seize assets held in the names of wives and children! 3. 40 years ago a middle income
family paid about 2% of it's earnings in taxes, today it pays roughly 44% (a 2,200% increase - and rising) And
many more...You need a strategy to protect your Income and Assets. Learn how you can reduce your taxes by
50% or more, protect your assets from lawsuits, and operate in complete privacy. We'll show you "How To"
create a financial fortress that will protect your wealth with complete, tested and secure privacy, including:
Confidential Banking, Offshore Centers, Debt and Credit Cards, access to International and US Funds, Overseas
and Domestic Services.
Tax Truths Exposed
In 1986, 99.5 million Americans were tricked into filing and paying federal income taxes when legally, they
didn't have to do so. If this statement shocks you, it is only because you and the rest of the nation have been
thoroughly deceived by the federal government (with federal courts playing the key role), and an army of
accountants, lawyers, and other tax preparers. All of these have a vested interest in keeping you ignorant
concerning the real nature of federal income taxes -- That an entire nation of supposedly intelligent human
beings could be so thoroughly hoodwinked, must rank as the greatest and most spectacular hoax of all time,
with the phenomenon of millions of Americans scurrying to IRS offices each April 15th comparable to
lemmings marching into the sea.
Insider Investment Guide
Now you can benefit from the knowledge of the super-wealthy and large institutional investor. Insider this
report will give details of a little-known, but highly-lucrative investment which can generate profits from 4:1 up
to 2,000:1 or more per year! Payouts can be on a monthly basis, depending on the particular investment
program. The investment is legal, protected, guaranteed and secure. The trading of these "bank instruments" is
a multi-trillion dollar industry worldwide. Now you can participate in making money like the top world banks
do.
Government Giveaways
Is there still money to be made buying and selling merchandise bought at auction from the Government? You
bet there is, and plenty of folks are doing just that. Many people have made their fortune, bought the house or
car of their dreams, or found a wealth of items perfectly suited for use in their homes or businesses by simply

applying the lessons learned in this exciting guide. The Money Maker of the 90's. Buy cars, houses, seized
goods, and more for pennies on the dollar. Amazing wholesale prices at Government Auctions. See why the
Government is giving away thousands of items that are new or slightly used for pennies on the dollar. You can't
miss your opportunity to make big money at Government Sales and Auctions.

BUSINESS AND LEGAL ASSISTANTS
Legal Forms Assistant
When you hire a lawyer to write an agreement, they usually don't do it. Their legal secretary does the job and
you end up paying an exorbitant legal fee. Further, these secretaries really won't do anything more than fill in
some blank spaces on a pre-designed word processing form and print it double-spaced with numbered lines.
This type of printed output looks profession, impressive, and expensive -- that's really what you are paying for.
They follow the same process for divorces, annulments, legal separations, bankruptcies, creditor plans, simple
contracts, real estate deals, and so on, ad nauseam. That, in a nutshell, is the reason for this kit. You don't need a
high priced (and perhaps incompetent) lawyer to do something that you can do yourself. Anyone with a
computer and a word processor or text editor can use these pre-designed legal forms. Over 500 forms!
Business Letter Maker
Now there's an easy way to create letters quickly and professionally. At your fingertips, you will have access to
over 530 quality letters -- everything from payment notices to promotional letters, from requests for references
to letters of resignation...and hundreds in-between. This is one handy, priceless collection of letters for virtually
any occasion. Applies to both business and personal needs. You may find a letter that fits the situation perfectly
or you can adapt one with minor modifications to suit your needs.

FREE ENERGY INFORMATION
Free Energy Projects
Learn how to power your car on water. These plans are not concept or theory, but a tried and proven design.
Also included is a simple system which will improve your car mileage by at least 25% and costs less than $12 -Plans and diagrams for: a pollution-free fuel used by Caterpillar, a process to extract water from the air, a
rotating electrostatic self-running machine secretly in use in Europe, an air-driven turbine inspired by
Schauberger, a solar box cooker, a solid-state free energy converter using parts available at Radio Shack, a
unique water pump, a Van de Graf generator, a solar water desalinization plant, a water electrostatic generator,
a Tesla high-voltage generator, a wind generator, several designs for over-unity motor/generators, a crystal
power generator, how to extract energy from the air, a simple battery made with salt, flying vehicles, antigravity and levitation secrets, free energy experiments, and much, much more. Contains a complete listing for
free energy, fuel economy, and anti-gravity patents (over 400)!
Zero Point Energy Insights
Discovering the secret of the Zero Point Energy field could be the key to opening the door to a unified theory of
the Universe. In other words, our current understanding of science is like a puzzle with a large missing piece.
ZPE would be the missing piece which completes the picture, possibly ushering a "Second Coming" of science.
The implication of this energy field, is that all physical matter can be considered to be floating in a sea of
energy, which if collected and converted into electrical energy, could more than meet the world’s insatiable
energy demand. Learn more about this energy source -- how it works, and how to tap and harness its awesome
power, in over 300 pages of detailed explanations and theory by the best minds in field.
New Energy Future
The introduction and implementation of new, revolutionary energy sources will change the course of man
everywhere on the planet. This power source will rank with fire, the wheel, and the internal combustion engine

as a shaper of man’s destiny. The possibilities are extraordinary. Every industry on earth will change, and
eventually every person on earth will be affected. Learn more about the coming changes to our planet as a
result of the energy revolution. Learn where to invest in the Apple's and Microsoft's of tomorrow. Learn how
you can benefit and prosper from these breakthroughs.
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Erase bad credit. 10 years of AAA credit within weeks. And much more... Results Guaranteed! There IS life after debt.
[ ] Offshore Financial Freedom - $24.95 (430 pages)
Learn the secrets of the most powerful people -- how to reduce your taxes, protect your assets & operate in total privacy.
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